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Abstract
The purpose of this meta-analysis paper is to give a clear presentation of the Total Quality Management (TQM)
characteristics and concepts applicable to the higher education context. The paper presents the TQM concepts
analysed by the founders of the TQM literature. Followed by the meta-analysis of the influence of TQM awards
to quality management principles and characteristics. Those TQM awards are attractive to many organizations,
including higher education. Consequently, their criteria can reshape the quality management concepts and
implementation in organizations when they are granted such awards. This paper uses qualitative meta-analysis as
a method of conducting a thorough secondary qualitative analysis of primarily qualitative results. In this
systematic review procedure, the literature is reviewed as not only an objective means to combine the results of
previous studies but also to compare, classify, and deduce conclusions of theTQM major concepts and the
applicability of this model to higher education including successful and failing cases. All of the TQM concepts
constituting of the TQM characteristics discussed by the TQM founders and also those TQM characteristics
developed by the TQM awards’ criteria are analysed from the perspective of the higher education TQM scholars
in order to present the applicability or inapplicability of those concepts or characteristics to higher education.
Keywords: meta-analysis, Total Quality Management (TQM), founders, awards, higher education
1. Introduction
Meta-analysis initially developed in the field of education in a seminal paper by Glass (1976) that was used to
synthesise quantitative research in the field of psychology. The supposition of the meta-analysis strategy is that
“The findings of multiple studies should be regarded as a complex data-set, no more comprehensible without
statistical analysis than would hundreds of data-points in a single study” (Glass, McGraw, & Smith, 1981, p. 12).
Thus previous research is considered a type of data in statistical meta-investigation. The need for this type of
secondary statistical data is argued by Hunter, Schmidt and Jackson (1982), they discuss its importance in the
field of psychology which is “not for additional empirical data but some means of making sense of the vast
amounts of data that have accumulated” (p. 27). According to Wolf (1986) and Wood (2000), psychologists
consider statistical meta-analysis as a technique that not only offers an objective means of blending the results of
previous studies but also moves a literature review to the same standard of repeatability and scientific inquiry as
individual research. In fact, meta-analysis was only considered applicable for quantitative studies to be
synthesised. Nonetheless, this systematic review procedure was used in qualitative research starting with
medicine passing through policy and management research and reaching social science and educational research
(Rist, 1990). Meta-analysis in qualitative research is also known as meta-ethnography as a type of ethnographic
research (Noblit & Hare, 1988), qualitative meta-data-analysis (Paterson, Thorne, Canam, & Jillings, 2001), or
qualitative meta-synthesis (Sandelowski, Docherty, & Emden, 1997). As such, in qualitative meta-analysis the
findings of a qualitative literature review are formally mixed for an interpretive result through an analytic
process that establishes transparently, comprehensively, and systematically the state of knowledge in a field of
research.
This paper uses qualitative meta-analysis as a method of conducting a thorough secondary qualitative analysis of
primarily qualitative results. In this systematic review procedure, the literature is reviewed as not only an
objective means to combine the results of previous studies but also to compare, classify, and arrive into
conclusions of the Total Quality Management (TQM) major concepts and the applicability of this model to
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higher education including successful and failing cases as presented in Figure 1. As such, in the first step of the
meta-analysis strategy, the literature of TQM founders including Crosby (1979), Deming (1966; 1986; 2000),
Feigenbaum (1961), Imai (1986; 1996; 1997), Ishikawa (1985; 1990), Juran (1995; 1999; 2004), and Taguchi
(1997) are systematically analysed in order to summarize the theory of each of those founders and create a
comparison between the theories for the sake of creating a list of quality management concepts and
characteristics. Those quality management concepts and characteristics are then reviewed in the quality
management awards like the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) award, the Malcolm
Baldridge National Quality (MBNQ) award, the Australian Quality award, Dubai Quality award, and
international quality awards like ISO 9001 and Six Sigma quality award. The criteria of these awards have
influenced the quality management concepts and characteristics. Those influences are added to the quality
management list generated in the first step of this meta-analysis in order to have a synthesized review of the
TQM model. After that and through meta-analysis, the studies done about TQM in higher education will be
combined and analysed based on both successful and failing TQM implementation examples derived from the
literature of defenders and opponents of TQM in higher education.
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Figure 1. Meta-analysis research strategy
2. TQM Concepts Meta-Analysis
This section presents the key TQM characteristics found by the major TQM scholars including Crosby (1979),
Deming (1966; 1986; 2000), Feigenbaum (1961), Imai (1986; 1996; 1997), Ishikawa (1985; 1990), Juran (1995;
1999; 2004), and Taguchi (1997). Therefore, the result of this section is a list of TQM characteristics based on a
meta-analysis of the basic concepts and principles of those TQM scholars.
Deming’s (1966; 1986; 2000) main argument about quality management was based on the plan, do, check, and
act or PDCA cycle (see Figure 2). “Plan” is designing or revising-since this is a continuous process-the
processes, “do” is the implementation of the processes, “check” is measuring the results and reporting them to
decision makers, and “act” is taking corrective action to improve the process or change it. Deming was a
statistician, and in the 1950s he proposed his theory based on analysing business processes and measuring them
in order to find variation that leads to deviation from customers’ requirements of products. Therefore his theory
was designed for controlling quality in businesses, and specifically manufacturing, and focused on processes,
analysing processes, measuring products, finding variation, and customer’s satisfaction.
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Figure 2. Deming’s PDCA cycle (Deming, 1966)
Therefore, we can conclude that the Deming quality management theory also focuses on the following activities:
designing or planning processes, conformance to designed processes, measuring results, reporting results to
decision makers, taking corrective action, and continuous improvement.
The second founder of TQM discussed in this paper is Juran. Juran’s (1995; 1999; 2004) main theory of quality
management is presented in the Juran Trilogy: quality planning, quality control, and quality improvement, as
presented in Figure 3:
Quality planning: this phase focuses on developing processes and products that meet customers’ satisfaction.
Juran argues that organizations should have a specific goal, and in this stage processes should be designed to
reach that goal. There are steps within this stage that Juran suggests, and these are presented as set quality goals,
identify customers, determine customers’ needs, design processes that will meet customers’ needs, and establish
processes control.
Quality Control: this stage is the implementation of plans, including monitoring operations to study differences
between actual performance and required goals. This stage includes three steps: Evaluate performance, compare
it with set goals, and take action to resolve differences.
Quality Improvement: this stage focuses on improvement of the quality process. It consists of the following
steps: Create infrastructure for annual quality improvement, identify improvement project (what is required for
improvement), hire project team members with clear responsibility for implementing the improvement project,
and provide training, resources, and motivation for the team members to establish improvements.
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Figure
F
3. Jurann’s Trilogy (Jurran, 1999)
The third founder
f
of TQ
QM discussed in
n this paper is Ishikawa. Ishiikawa (1985; 1990)
1
discussees the seven quuality
tools for quality improovements: flow charts, cheeck sheets, Pareto
P
diagram
ms, cause andd effect diagrrams,
histogramss, scatter diagrrams, and conttrol charts. Ishhikawa argues that 95% of quality
q
related problems could be
solved throough these sevven tools. According to Ishikkawa (1985), the
t first step to
o take in orderr to resolve quuality
related prooblems is idenntifying the problem, and thhen the approppriate tool from
m the seven quuality tools is used
based on what
w the probleem is. The quaality improvem
ment team baseed on the nature of the probllem should quuickly
communiccate solutions. Ishikawa is faamous for the Ishikawa diaggram, as presen
nted in Figure 4. This diagraam is
also know
wn as the fish bone diagram
m, herringbone diagram, andd cause and efffect diagram. It was createed by
Ishikawa to
t show the cauuse of a speciffic event. It is eessentially dessigned for quallity defect prevvention.

Figu
ure 4. Ishikawaa diagram (Ishiikawa, 1990)
Quality iss everybody’s job and thuss it may be nnobody’s job (Feigenbaum, 1961). This is the reasonn that
Feigenbauum gives for thhe need to man
nage quality. A
Although manyy scholars refeer the term TQ
QM as belonginng to
Deming siince he is the ffounder of quaality managem
ment, the fact iss that this term
m was coined by
b Feigenbaum
m and
was neverr used by Dem
ming or Juran. Feigenbaum (1961) coinedd the term of total quality control,
c
whichh was
developed to total quallity managemeent and qualitty systems. Feeigenbaum pro
oposed to moove the conceppt of
quality froom the technicaal processes in
nto managemennt strategy. Thhis move had a role in the prooliferation of T
TQM
from manuufacturing to thhe service indu
ustry.
Accordingg to Crosby (19979), quality iss free. This is because whenn an organizatio
on establishes a quality proggram,
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the program will save more in returns than what the organization pays in costs for it. This is also the name of his
book that was published in 1979 during the American manufacturing crisis, when Americans were losing market
share to the Japanese products because of the better quality of those products. Crosby’s (1979) major principle is
“doing it right the first time”, consisting of the four following principles: 1) Conformance to requirements: those
are both the requirements of the product and the requirements of the customer; 2) Quality system is based on
prevention of defects before they occur; 3) Standard of performance is zero defects; and 4) Quality is measured
by the price of non conformance.
According to Imai (1986; 1996; 1997), organizations can be more successful and profitable when they apply the
concept of Gemba Keizen. Imai (1997, p. 43) argues that total quality management requires its own culture
where people understand it and gain the required skills gradually over time and this should be done through the
Japanese Gemba Keizen concept. “Gemba” in Japanese means “the workplace” and “Keizen” means
“continuous improvement”, which is a method of management based on changing one thing at a time (Imai,
1997, p. 43). This means making simple improvements to processes. According to Imai, greater productivity is
the result. The major feature of this concept is its low cost, just-in-time production, connection between policies
and execution, process orientation, belief in consensus decision-making, and belief in the value of employees.
Taguchi (1997) contributed to the improvement of the quality of manufacturing through applying a statistical
methodology in studying product variations from the standard requirements.
In summary of this meta-analysis of the TQM concepts, there is no contradiction between TQM founders in their
quality management principles, but each of them focuses on some points more than others and adds its own
input. Table 1 summarises the main TQM concepts initiated by TQM founders. Those concepts basically include:
processes, results, customers, assessment, reporting, continuous improvement, planning, quality goals, strategic
management, communication, teamwork, cost, product, and leadership.
Table 1. TQM concepts from TQM founders
1
2

A

B

TQM concepts

TQM characteristics

(TQM founders)

(TQM founders)

Processes

-plan processes
-design processes
-conformance to design
-analyze processes
-control processes

3

Results

-find variation
-measure products
-quality Control
-defect prevention

4

Customers

-check customers requirements
-customers satisfaction

5

Assessment

-assess processes
- measure results
-evaluate performance
-identify problems
-conformance to requirements
-statistical analysis

6

Reporting

-report to decision makers

7

Continuous improvement

-for processes
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-for results
-self improvements
-simple improvements
8

Planning

-monitoring
-match performance& goals
-connection between policies and execution

9

Quality goals

-use appropriate tools to solve problems
-quality is free

10

Strategic Management

-strategic planning
-strategic objectives, mission, vision

11

Communication

-quality improvement teams communicate solutions to problems

12

Teamwork

-quality improvement teams
-consensus decision making

13

Cost

-reduce cost
-increase value

14

Product

-conformance to standard
-meet customer’s requirements
-continuous improvement

15

Leadership

-training
-motivation
-resources
-value of employees
-pride
-self improvement
-improvement

3. TQM Awards Criteria Meta-Analysis
Many organizations in the world seek TQM awards in order to prove their high quality products, services, or
performances to their stakeholders, regardless of whether those organizations are in manufacturing, services, or
even in the public sector (EFQM, 2015). This section reviews the most important quality management awards
that are offered in Europe, America, Australia, and the UAE such as the European Foundation for Quality
Management (EFQM) award, the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality (MBNQ) award, the Australian Quality
award, Dubai Quality award, and international quality awards like ISO 9001 and Six Sigma. They are based on
the TQM founders’ theories but are analytically reviewed in order to add any of their developed concepts to the
quality management characteristics and concepts so as to produce a comprehensive summary of TQM
characteristics.
The TQM awards are attractive to many organizations including higher education, and consequently their criteria
can reshape the quality management concepts and implementation in organizations that are granted such awards.
The awards criteria documents were reviewed based on meta-analysis in order to present their input to quality
management principles and characteristics.
One of the international quality management awards is the European Foundation for Quality Management Award
(EFQM). The EFQM is very popular, and about 30000 organizations have used it either through winning the
award, applying for it, or even just using its excellence model as a self assessment tool for self improvement
(EFQM, 2015). According to (EFQM, 2015), 84 % of the EFQM members reported that the award criteria
helped them improve their organizations. The president of the European Council explains,“All European
organizations, both in the public and private sectors, are facing new challenges. The increasing pressure to
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compete on a global stage with limited resources means we all have to work together to secure our future
prosperity, and that of generations to come. The EFQM Excellence Model provides a framework that encourages
cooperation, collaboration and innovation that we will need to ensure this goal is achieved” (EFQM, 2015). The
EFQM excellence model is divided into nine criteria to examine cause and effect relationships between
organizations’ performance and the results they achieve. What an organization does is covered by five “enablers”
criteria and what it achieves is covered by four “results” criteria as presented in Figure 5. This figure shows the
enablers’ criteria including: leadership, people, policy and strategy, partnerships and resources, and processes
(EFQM, 2015). In addition to the results’ criteria including: people results, customer results, society results, and
key performance results (EFQM, 2015).

Figure 5. EFQM award criteria (EFQM, 2015)
The high level meaning of each criterion is presented in a clear definition, and there are a number of criterion
parts that support each criterion (EFQM, 2015). The EFQM model uses the RADAR logic (see Figure 6) that is
based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle of Deming (2000) to assess and score each sub-criterion.

Figure 6. RADAR logic (EFQM, 2015)
According to the EFQM model, organizations should add value to their customers through understanding them
and fulfilling their expectations and needs. They should be aware of their social responsibility by advancing the
social, environmental, and economic conditions in their communities through improving their performance
(EFQM, 2015). The EFQM model also looks to change management capabilities of the organization within and
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beyond its boundaries. In addition to harnessing the innovation and creativity of its stakeholders to demonstrate
value and a high level of performance as an excellent organisation (EFQM, 2015). According to the EFQM
model leaders should be role models for the ethics and values of excellent organizations and should shape the
future and make it happen through integrity, inspiration, and vision. Organizations should also manage with
agility when identifying and responding to opportunities and threats (EFQM, 2015). Excellent organizations
should empower and value their people to achieve their personal and organizational goals as organizations
succeed through their people’s talents. According to the EFQM model results should be sustained and
outstanding in order to meet the short and long term needs of stakeholders within the operating environment
context of the organization (see Column C in Table 2).
The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) is an American quality management award that was
initiated in 1988. Its purpose is to strengthen the U.S competitiveness, facilitate organizational learning and
growth, and share best practices (MBNQA, 2015). The criteria of MBNQA provide a system to help understand
performance management for the sake of performance excellence. Organizations can use MBNQA criteria to
measure their own performance as if the criteria are a common language between organizations that enhances
communication for sharing best practices (MBNQA, 2015). The criteria consist of seven key categories:
leadership, strategic planning, customer focus, measurement, analysis, and knowledge management, workforce
focus, process management, and results, as presented in Figure 7. Column C in Table 2 below includes those
criteria within the TQM concepts.

Figure 7. MBNQA excellence model criteria (MBNQA, 2015)
According to MBNQA (2015), the criteria of its model is based on the TQM model summarized by this award
body in five points: customer focus, planning process, process management, process improvement, and total
participation. All of these are dedicated for the results of the organization. Nevertheless, according to MBNQA
there is no single recipe of TQM for all organizations and each organization should implement TQM uniquely.
Similar to the European Foundation for Quality Management and the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
awards, the Australian Quality Award focuses on the main quality management concepts including seven key
criteria (see Figure 8). These criteria focus on the following: leadership and innovation, strategy and planning
processes, data, information and knowledge, people, customer and market focus, processes, products and
services, and business results (Vokurka, Stading, & Brazeal, 2002). Column C in Table 2 below includes those
criteria within the TQM concepts.
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Figurre 8. The Austrralian quality award
a
criteria
The governnment of Dubaai, UAE and th
he national Deppartment of Ecoonomic Develo
opment has lauunched a numbber of
quality maanagement awaards as an effort to improve ccustomer serviice standards for
f both the pubblic and the prrivate
sectors. Foor example, thhe Dubai service Excellence Scheme in 20002 has a high
h standard of business
b
ethicss and
criteria forr service exceellence and is aiming to gaain customer’ss trust and creeate a pleasuraable experiencce of
shopping in
i Dubai (DED
D, 2015). Anotther quality aw
ward is The Em
mirates Quality
y Mark awardded by the Emiirates
Authority for Standardizzation and Metrrology as the aauthorized boddy in the UAE (DED,
(
2015). The
T purpose of this
one is to guarantee
g
that aassessed produ
ucts meet the aapproved standdard of export and
a local markkets (DED, 20115).
Furthermoore, the Dubai Government Excellence
E
Proogram award was
w initiated to
o improve the performance
p
oof the
governmenntal sector of D
Dubai. It is graanted to excepptional initiativves, departmen
nts, and emplooyees (DED, 20015).
The Deparrtment of Economic Develo
opment also innitiated the Duubai Human Development
D
A
Award
in 20022 that
rewards annd recognizes hhuman resourcces initiatives ttaken by businness organizatio
ons. This is to achieve the gooal of
Dubai Hum
man Developm
ment, which is not only providing work oppportunities forr UAE nationaals but also devvelop
their abilitties and gives emphasis to their
t
role in thhe developmennt of the UAE
E through intennsive guidancee and
training (D
DED, 2015). T
The Dubai chaamber also lauunched the Mohammed
M
Bin
n Rashed Al Maktoum
M
Business
Awards in 2005 to rewarrd and recognizze organizationns that contribbute to the econ
nomic developpment of the U
UAE.
m
quality aawards in Dub
bai, the Dubai Q
Quality Awardd could be the most
m interestinng award for hiigher
There are many
education institutes. Thee Department of
o Economic D
Development of Dubai introd
duced the Dubaai Quality Awaard in
1994 (DED
D, 2015). The purpose of thiis award is to iimprove the sttandards of thee operating bussinesses in ordder to
boost interrnal and externnal trade (DED
D, 2015). This aaward is givenn to organizatio
ons that demonnstrate committment
to best praactices in theirr relevant areass. Interested orrganizations shhould submit documents
d
thaat demonstrate high
commitmeent to quality inn all respectiv
ve fields of theiir businesses. Each
E
submissiion is reviewedd by Dubai Quuality
Award asssessors accordding to the Dubai Quality Award modell. After the assessors’ revieew, a short liist of
organizatioons is drawn uup. The assessors then visit the short listedd organization
ns and give reccommendationns for
improvement (DED, 2015). The Dubaai Quality Awaard model is based
b
on the European
E
Founndation for Quuality
Managemeent Award moddel (see Figuree 9).
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Figure 9. Dubai
D
quality aaward model crriteria (DQA, 2015)
2
The purpoose of the Dubbai Quality is to
t recognize roole model orgaanizations and
d not to select winners and loosers
according to DED (2015). “It is also a process for prooviding organiizations with a ‘roadmap’ to achieve excelllence
through thhe adoption of good practicces and sounddly-based apprroaches that are
a deployed systematicallyy and
which are continuously measured and
d reviewed” (D
DED, 2015). Column C in Table 2 incluudes Dubai Quuality
Award critteria within thee TQM concep
pts.
The Internnational Orgaanization for Standardizatiion (ISO) has a purpose of developinng and promooting
standardization through a frame-work for fundamenttal quality mannagement. ISO
O 9001:2008 prrovides a definnition
of good management
m
practices and inttends to providde global stanndards to spell out trust and quality (see Fiigure
10).

Figure 10. ISO 9001:2008 pyramiid (ISO, 2015))
The certifi
servicing, acccounting, legall and
fication is provvided to organ
nizations in alll areas like manufacturing,
m
financial servicing,
s
com
mputing, processing, and eeducation. “IS
SO comprises of 91 membber countries…
…The
standards were developeed to effectiveely document the quality syystem elements to be implem
mented in ordder to
maintain an
a efficient quaality system within
w
organizations” (ISO, 2015). The stan
ndards of ISO 9001: 2008 coonsist
of eight seections for audiitors to assess an organizatioon including thhe following:
1) Inntroduction
2) Scope
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3) Terms and definitions
4) Quality management system
5) Management responsibility
6) Resource management
7) Product realization
8) Measurement, analysis, and improvement
The above section four to eight include the requirement portion of the standard which enables organizations to
improve products reliability, have better flow and control of processes, superior process documentation, more
employee quality awareness, and a reduction in product rejections and scrap (ISO, 2015). Column C in Table 7
includes ISO 9001: 2008 standards within the TQM concepts.
There are a number of quality management awards. Those have very similar criteria, and each can prepare
organizations for other awards. For example, when Motorola used Six Sigma in its quality improvement efforts
in the late 1980s, it was then awarded the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in 1988 and was one of the
first organizations to be granted this award (Six Sigma, 2015). Six Sigma achieved a lot of popularity in the
1990s after the successful experience of Allied Signal (now Honeywell) and General Electric in implementing its
concepts (Six Sigma, 2015). Although the concept of Six Sigma is considered on a broader meaning, the basic
idea of Six Sigma is improving processes where there are at least six standard deviations between the worst case
specification limit and the mean of process variation. In other words, this means that the process is
fundamentally defect free (Six Sigma, 2015). Six Sigma uses similar tools to the Quality Improvement Teams of
the 1970s and early 1980s in order to improve processes, and it uses the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, and Control) process which is a variation of Deming’s PDCA cycle as presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Six Sigma DMAIC process (Six Sigma, 2015)
Six Sigma focuses on the importance of aligning its projects with the strategic business plan of the organization
in order to realize breakthrough results (Six Sigma, 2015) through eight steps for successful implementation as
presented in Figure 12. Column C in Table 2 includes Six Sigma process within the TQM concepts.
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Figure 12. Six Sigma steps (Six Sigma, 2015)
This section reviews the most important quality management awards that are offered in Europe, America,
Australia, and the UAE such as the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) award, the Malcolm
Baldridge National Quality (MBNQ) award, the Australian Quality award, Dubai Quality award, and
international quality awards like ISO 9001 and Six Sigma. Those quality awards are based on the TQM founders’
theories but they are analytically reviewed in order to add any of their developed concepts to the Quality
Management characteristics and concepts for the sake of having a result of a comprehensive package of TQM
characteristics.
Table 2 below summarizes the TQM characteristics designed by the TQM founders as presented in Table 1 along
with the TQM characteristics taken from the TQM awards’ criteria input.
Table 2. TQM Awards’ input to TQM concepts
1
2

A

B

C

TQM concepts

TQM characteristics

(TQM founders)

(TQM founders)

TQM characteristics (TQM awards
input)

Processes

-plan processes

-process documentation

-design processes

-improve processes flow

-conformance to design

-continuous improvement of processes

-analyze processes
-control processes
3

Results

-find variation

-social responsibility

-measure products

-sustained and outstanding results

-quality Control

-meet short and long term needs of
stakeholders

-defect prevention

-results analysis
-business results
-clear measurement
4

Customers

-check customers requirements

-add value to customers

-customers satisfaction

-understand customers
-customers focus
-market focus

5

Assessment

-assess processes

-organizational performance
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-data and information analysis

-evaluate performance
-identify problems
-conformance to requirements
-statistical analysis
6

Reporting

-report to decision makers

-report data and information

7

Continuous
improvement

-for processes

-improve employee quality awareness

-for results
-self improvements
-simple improvements

8

Planning

-monitoring

-policy and planning

-match performance& goals
-connection
execution
9

Quality goals

between

policies

and

-use appropriate tools to solve problems
-quality is free

-organizations succeed through people’s
talent
-knowledge management
-quality of process, product, and service

10

Strategic
Management

-strategic planning
-strategic objectives, mission, vision

-leaders shape the future and make it
happen
-agility in responding to threats and
opportunities
-policy and planning
-strategic business plan
-align strategic business plan with the
organization’s processes
-prioritization

11

Communication

-quality
improvement
teams
communicate solutions to problems

12

Teamwork

-quality improvement teams

-information and analysis

-consensus decision making
13

Cost

-reduce cost

-resource management

-increase value
14

15

Product

Leadership

-conformance to standard

-focus on products and services

-meet customer’s requirements

-product reliability

-continuous improvement

-reduce product rejection and scrap

-training

-change management

-motivation

-encourage innovation and creativity

-resources

-leaders: role model for ethics and value

-value of employees

-recognition

-pride

-governance

-self improvement
-improvement
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4. TQM Successful vs. Failing Cases Meta-Analysis
All the TQM concepts that were collected above and which constitute the characteristics discussed by the TQM
founders and those characteristics developed by the awards’ criteria are analysed from the perspective of the
higher education TQM scholars in this section. This is to present the applicability or inapplicability of those
concepts or characteristics to higher education. Columns B and C of Table 2 are combined in one column
(Column B: TQM characteristics) in Table 3 to analyse higher education TQM scholars’ opinion about the
implementation of each of the TQM concepts and characteristics in the context of higher education. In this
meta-analysis, each of the 15 main concepts of TQM presented in Table 2 is discussed from both the defenders’
and the opponents’ points of view and is summarized in Table 3.
One of TQM’s basic components is having defined processes and the consistent assessment and measurement of
performance with standard processes. Kosh (2003) argues that this cannot be implemented in higher education
since standardization in teaching limits professors’ innovation in their classes. This study is used to show that
TQM has a very small impact on higher education since all of the successful cases were limited to administrative
rather than academic departments. Similarly, Moon and Smith (1998) found that TQM improves processes
through reducing and answering waiting time for calls in administrative departments but does not cause any
improvements in academic departments. According to Antony and Pierce (2002), the processes of higher
education are represented in lab experiments, project reports, and presentations, and argues that TQM improves
those processes. Mehralizadeh and Safaeemoghaddam (2010) are also opponents of TQM in higher education
and argue that TQM is not theorized since it focuses on the process of enrolling students rather than what
students learn. The research of Sousa (2006) supports this argument by pointing out that there is no one type of
best teaching, but it is essential to incorporate different approaches in teaching for optimal learning.
On the other hand, Pike and Barnes (1996, p. 24) TQM helps to improve the effectiveness, flexibility, and
competitiveness of higher education institutes. Kanji and Malek (1999) argue that successful results in higher
education institutes implementing TQM are the outcome of teamwork, leadership and continuous improvement.
According to Schargel (1996), TQM helps in creating well-educated students and therefore well skilled work
force when they work in the industry.
Defending TQM in higher education, Reavill (1998) states that the customer is clearly identified as the employer
purchasing the output of higher education. This research considers that the student is neither a customer nor a
product, but is instead a stakeholder. According to Reavill (1998), the 12 stakeholders of higher education are:
students, employers, families and dependants of students, employees in the university and the university,
university’s suppliers of goods and services, secondary education schools, other universities, industry, nation,
government, tax payers, and professional bodies. They are all stakeholders because they either pay for the
university or get benefits from it, or both at the same time. This study argues that it is hard to prioritize them but
that the first four are the most important. Michael, Sower and Motwani (1997) also defend TQM in higher
education and build a comprehensive model of TQM in higher education by defining the customers as three
groups (students, industryand community). According to Antony and Pierce (2002), higher education customers
are both students and businesses, and the products are “practice knowledge” and “communication skills”.
According to Green (1994), TQM should focus on improving the quality of programs in higher education since it
generates human resources, which he considers to be the products of higher education. Sirvanci (2004) defence
of TQM in higher education argues that a secondary student enrolling in higher education should be considered
in the same way as raw material that goes through the production process from one step to another until they
graduate and become products for employers and compete against one another in the market. On the other hand,
Pfeffer and Coote (1991) consider that a student is an “active participant” in education and is not a customer or a
product.
Antony and Peirce (2002) discuss the importance of self-assessment in a TQM system by comparing
performance to an excellence model for the sake of improvement. Green (1994) focuses on assessing the
programs of higher education by assessing efficiency, quality, and accountability since it generates human
resources to an organization that plays an essential role in the society. According to Kosh (2003), professors are
sometimes assessed at the end of the semester and with TQM they need to be assessed continuously and maybe
on daily basis, which is very hard. Wiklund, Klefsjö, Wiklund and Edvardsson (2003) also criticize the
assessment of faculty in higher education since it diminishes innovation and creativity. Wiklund et al. (2003)
criticizes TQM because it requires a lot of reporting, asks about a lot of details, and takes time to collect
statistical data that might not be useful after a short period of time. On the other hand, Evans and Lindsay (2005)
argue that when organizations support teamwork, all personal initiatives are taken into consideration, which adds
value to the processes and leads to continuous improvement. According to Sirvanci (2004), faculty members are
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product focused on research more than they are market focused on students’ preparation to meet employers’
requirements.
According to Montano and Utter (1999), implementing TQM in higher education is beneficial to everyone in
both the academic and the administrative departments. Sirvanci (2004) discusses three reasons that hinder TQM
in higher education: old traditions, faculty interest, and lack of team spirit. This research states that old traditions
that have been built in education have deep roots that prevent change, especially when changing the whole
culture to apply TQM. Antony and Pierce (2002) demonstrate their practice of TQM in higher education
institutes through quality function deployment, believing that it balances between teaching and research.
According to Schargel (1996), TQM in higher education helps with designing a mission down to gradual
improvements even in the classroom and creates intrinsic motivation among students. Sirvanci (2004) identifies
some challenges that face TQM in non-profit organizations such as higher education including things like
customer identification, leadership, organizational and cultural issues, the role of the student, and performance
measures. In a study that he conducted on ten colleges and universities in and around Boston, Entin (1993)
argues that senior management usually have a lot of enthusiasm to implement TQM, but faculty resistance
creates a huge gap between employers’ requirements and academic institutions. According to Mehralizadeh and
Safaeemoghaddam (2010), TQM was not socially authorized, especially by higher education institutes professors
since it requires more committee work and less individual benefits for them as scholars and less freedom. Brown
and Koenig (1993) argue that the major difficulty of TQM implementation in the academic department is that it
gets a lot of resistance from faculty since it causes more committee work and less professional benefits.
According to Sirvanci (2004), team spirit is hard to achieve in higher education since departments compete with
each others for university resources and this creates an extra challenge for TQM implementation. Teamwork is
essential in TQM and this cannot be achievable in higher education according to Kosh (2003) since committees
try to hinder work in higher education more than they just work at getting it done. Mehralizadeh and
Safaeemoghaddam (2010) take the same view as Kosh, namely that TQM works solely in administrative
departments and weakens the academic culture that is supposed to be in place in higher education institutes.
Contrary to this, McCulloch (1993) considers that TQM encourages teamwork in committees through innovation
and incremental change. According to Schargel (1996), using TQM improves the quality of graduates in higher
education, and this reduces the cost that organizations need to train and educate their workers that can cost
billions of dollars.
In addition, Aly and Akpovi (2001) support the use of TQM in universities and argue that a lack of leadership
and resources that encourage continuous improvement cause TQM to fail in academic departments.Focusing on
leadership, some research of Aly and Akpovi (2001) and Kluse (2009), Sirvanci (2004) argues that unlike CEOs
in business organizations presidents and chancellors of higher education institutes have less authority in their
positions, and this holds them back from taking decisions to change the environment of their organizations into a
TQM culture in both their administrative and academic departments. Training is part of TQM but McCulloch
(1993) argues that training for faculty should be substituted by self-development. Milakovich’s (2006) arguments
are similar to Michael, Sower and Motwani (1997) and consider that empowering people is essential for a
successful TQM, where people who own their processes and form them based on what they believe is true
perform at a very high level and benefit the whole organization.
In this section all of the TQM concepts that are collected in the above two sections constituting the TQM
characteristics discussed by the TQM founders and the TQM characteristics developed by the TQM awards’
criteria are analysed from the perspective of the higher education TQM scholars in order to present the
applicability or inapplicability of those concepts or characteristics to higher education. Table 3 presents TQM
scholars’ opinion about the implementation of each of the TQM concepts and characteristics and differentiates
between the defenders and the opponents of TQM in higher education.
Table 3. TQM in higher education
1

A

B

C

TQM concepts

TQM
characteristics

Literature defending TQM in higher
education

(TQM
founders)

(TQM
founders/TQM
awards input)
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Literature denying TQM
in higher education
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2

Processes
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-plan processes
-design
processes
-conformance
to design
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-improves lab experiments/project
reports/presentations

-standardization
limits
professors’ innovation

-improves administrative tasks like
students’ enrolment

-cannot be implemented in
academic departments
-does not improve what
students learn

-analyze
processes

-different approaches in
teaching
for
optimal
learning

-control
processes
-process
documentation
-improve
processes flow
-continuous
improvement of
processes
3

Results

-find variation
-measure
products
-qualitycontrol
-defect
prevention
-social
responsibility

-improves
effectiveness/flexibility/competitiveness
-successful
results
require
teamwork/leadership/continuous
improvement
-TQM gives a result of well skilled
force for industry

-sustained and
outstanding
results
-meet short and
long term needs
of stakeholders
-results analysis
-business
results
-clear
measurement
4

Customers

-check
customers
requirements
-customers
satisfaction

-employers are the customers
-students are the customers
-businesses/industry are the customers
-community is the customer

-students
are
not
customers but stakeholders
-the student is an active
participant not a customer

-add value to
customers
-understand
customers
-customers
focus
-market focus
5

Assessment

-assess

-assessing the programs
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-self

assessment

for
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processes
-measure results
-evaluate
performance
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-assessing quality, efficiency, and
accountability to generate human
resources to the society

faculty
-continuous assessment for
faculty is very hard
-assessment for faculty
diminishes innovation and
creativity

-identify
problems
-conformance
to requirements
-statistical
analysis
-organizational
performance
-data
and
information
analysis
6

Reporting

-report
to
decision makers

-TQM requires a lot of
reporting

-report data and
information

-It asks about a lot of
details
-It takes time to collect
statistical data
-Data might not be useful
after a short period of time

7

Continuous
improvement

-for processes

-requires teamwork

-for results
-self
improvements
-simple
improvements
-improve
employee
quality
awareness

8

Planning

-monitoring

-faculty focus on research
more than teaching

-match
performance&
goals
-connection
between
policies
and
execution
-policy
planning
9

Quality goals

and

-use appropriate
tools to solve
problems
-quality is free

-improves both administrative
academic departments

and

-quality function deployment balances
between teaching and research
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-old traditions
TQM

hinder

-faculty
TQM

hinder

interest
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-lack of team spirit hinders
TQM

-organizations
succeed through
people’s talent

-preventing change hinders
TQM culture

-knowledge
management
-quality
process,
product,
service
10

Strategic
Management
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of
and

-strategic
planning

-TQM helps in designing a mission

-strategic
objectives,
mission, vision

-TQM creates intrinsic motivation for
students

-TQM leads to gradual improvements

-leaders shape
the future and
make it happen
-agility
in
responding to
threats
and
opportunities
-policy
planning

and

-strategic
business plan
-align strategic
business plan
with
the
organization’s
processes
-prioritization
11

Communication

-quality
improvement
teams
communicate
solutions
to
problems

-faculty resistance to TQM creates a
huge
gap
between
employers’
requirements and academic institutions

-TQM lead to less
academic freedom for
faculty

-information
and analysis
12

Teamwork

-quality
improvement
teams

TQM was not socially
authorized since it requires
more committee work and
less individual benefits for
faculty as scholars

-TQM encourages teamwork in
committees through innovative and
incremental change

-consensus
decision
making

-team spirit is hard to
achieve since departments
compete for university
resources
-committees try to hinder
work more than getting it
done
-no teamwork in academic
departments
-teamwork
weakens
academic departments
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13

Cost
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-reduce cost

-TQM reduces cost

-increase value

-it reduces training cost for human
resources in industry

-resource
management
14

Product

-graduates are the product

-conformance
to standard

-human resources for industry is the
product

-meet
customer’s
requirements

-practice knowledge is the
product
-communication skills is
the product
-the student is an active
participant not a product

-continuous
improvement
-focus
products
services
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on
and

-product
reliability
-reduce product
rejection
and
scrap
15

Leadership

-training

-leadership is essential for successful
TQM

-motivation
-resources
-value
employees

of

-TQM enhances leadership through
empowering faculty members

-presidents and chancellors
in higher education has
less authority that CEOs in
businesses which hinders
TQM
-training
should
substituted
by
development

-pride
-self
improvement

be
self

-improvement
-change
management
-encourage
innovation and
creativity
-leaders:
role
model for ethics
and value
-recognition
-governance
5. Conclusion and Implications on Future Research
This paper presents a qualitative meta-analysis in which the findings of the higher education literature are
integrated interpretively using an analytic process that establishes transparently, comprehensively, and
systematically the state of knowledge in the field of quality management. The first section of the meta-analysis
results presents the TQM concepts analysed from the founders of the TQM literature. This is to give a clear
presentation of the TQM characteristics and concepts that were studied in subsequent sections in terms of their
applicability to the higher education context. In addition to this, the meta-analysis section presents the input of
TQM awards-offered in Europe, America, Australia, and the UAE to quality management principles and
characteristics. Those quality awards are based on the TQM founders’ theories but they were analytically
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reviewed in order to add any of their developed concepts to the Quality Management characteristics and
concepts for the sake of having a result of a comprehensive package of TQM characteristics. In the third section
of the meta-analysis all of the TQM concepts that were collected in the previous two sections were analysed
from the perspective of the higher education TQM scholars in order to present the applicability or inapplicability
of those concepts or characteristics to higher education.
Many researchers argue that the total quality management model should be modified in order to fit the higher
education context. However, there is no quality management model that is truly modified to take into account the
nature of higher education and the need for professional autonomy including academic freedom and peer review.
This paper encourages future research to fill in this gap in the literature and designs a new TQM model for
higher education based on the findings of the above meta-analysis and supported by an empirical study using
inductive thinking. However, depending on the interpretations and collected data irrelevant TQM concepts will
be modified using the traditional university management models in an attempt to resolve the paradox and tension
between TQM and those traditional models. This model of TQM shouldn’t damage the scholarly values of higher
education, but should enhance professional autonomy, including academic freedom and academic quality in
teaching and research.
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